
Dear customers,

We are honored that you have chosen our hotel and we thank you for your trust.

There is a list of things we you need to pack for your dog to stay at our hotel.

NEED FOR STAY

A valid vaccination certificate of your dog (check in time whether the all vaccinations 
are ok). To repeat stay  the copy of the vactination list will be enought (copies of all 
relevant parties)

Dog cussion (if dog has one), dog‘s favorite blanket or a favorite pillow, toy.
The each hotel room has a clean linen dog beds, but we recommended also to bring their 
own bed and blanket. Well known items will help the dog much more quickly and easily to 
accustomed in the new place.

Rigid quality collar (harness only by 100% socialized dog small breed)
The collar is needed when moving dogs outside, playing rooms and lobby and is also 
absolutely necessary if for the dog is ordered socialization and training.
Do not put the dog collar tie for staying in it is totally inappropriate.

Towel
If you wish, you can bring your own towel for your dog.

Combs
Combs are recomended for dogs with a long fur in case if they are happy with combing.

Muzzle
The muzzle is mandatory for all dogs who are not 100% socialized with other dogs and 
threatened by conflict for any reason. The only exception have the very tiny breeds. Other 
small breeds need muzzled  if the conflict is possibile with another dogs.
Muzzle must be fixed (we do not accept fabric muzzle) and exactly the right size (it is 
necessary to test beforehand whether your dog could take off the mazzle itself).
How to test if the muzzle chosen correctly - try dragging and dropping mazzle turned over 
the dog ears. If you could do it, then be sure, that your dog will certainly remove it too.  
Likewise, it is necessary to test whether the dog will not bite the other dog through the 
mazzle.
The safety of all our accommodated clients is our priority.

Feeding and treats
We recomended to every dog owner to provide the food wich is common for the dog. First 
of all it is for reason that the dog is accustomed to it‘s own food and should not change the 
food just at the time when it is away from home. It could happened that the new food will 
not suit the dog and it could mean unnecessary stress.
Dry food
Package should be marked with the dog name, dosage, whether  it should stay dry or mix 
with water or with wet food, and it is appropriate to attach the measuring cup. Every 
manufacturer has a different dose and measuring cups are not universal for all brands.
Wet food / Canned



We recommend to mark each cannes, as well as the dry food with  the dog name and 
dosage.
Raw, cooked, frozen food
Any other  meals than dry food or cannes should be prepared in advance at home (or cook).
Each portion should be packed separately. 
Treats
Take the dog’s favourite treats  with. The dog will have it during the day . Also some chewy 
bones or other shapes  are very good - dog could chew it longer, so they are happy to get it 
at  their rest time.

Suction pads / diapers
For dogs who have not learned yet 100% hygiene or have any restrictions for health 
reasons, it is necessary to attach a sufficient number of suction pads.

Medicine and toiletries
If your dog is taking medicine, or need some special cosmetics treatments, mark the 
packages with appropriate information and accurate dosing (you can attach a more 
detailed description of your requirements)

DO NOT NEED FOR STAY

Leash
Dogs do not need leash at the hotel, if necessary for any reason we use our own leashes.

Bowls for food and drink
We have bowls in each  dog in sufficient quantity, there is no need to bring your own. If you
want to bring your own, you need to mark or sign the bowl. Signs must be clearly visible.

Toys
If your dog does not need it, there is no need to bring the toys. There is plenty of toys in the 
hotel.


